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Lee Ufan, philosophy at Versailles Lee Ufan. Relatum, Dialogue.

I Korean-born Lee Ufan is the latest artis: to be
mvited to present his works at the Château de Versailles
After Jeff Koons and Joana Vasconcelos, among others, this
mimmalist artis! is following in the footsteps of last year's
creative star, Italian Giuseppe Penone, whose glam sculptures
were displayed in the gardens of Versailles, where Lee Ufan's
works will also be featured, with a little help from the exhi-
binon's curator Alfred Pacquement His pieces often create
a confrontation between two material (steel plates and natural
stone) and, out of the ten or so on show, the most spectacular
will undoubtedly be an arch, like a rambow hangmg on the
horizon, over the water parterre, on the 'grand perspective"
"/ want to open the door to the ivorld's infinity, ' explams
Lee Ufan Flesh is made flesh in these works, and the vision
all-consummg Close to Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty, usmg
just a lme on the canvas or a trace on paper, the Korean artis!
captures eur gaze and drowns it in the immensity of the world

Château de Versailles, 78. www.chateauversailles-spectacles.fr
Until November 2.

John Dalia joins Vuarnet
The young and talented designer John Dalia bas

partnered with Vuarnet, one of the most prestigious brands of
French classes, to remterpret the famous 002 model in a modem
and élégant yet chic version. The 002 was worn by jean Vuarnet
when winning the I960 Olympic Games in Squaw Valley. Three
new models will also be ojfered by the luxury braud, under the
leadership of John Dalia, who finds a new breath of creativ tty
white keepmg the identity of its flagshtp models. To be tned nowl

Available at Marc le Bihan stores in Paris www www marclebihan fr
www vuarnet com


